Programs Committee Given $13,410

She’s Dro!)ping

EDITOR’S NOTE: This is the fourth
iIs a series of fire articles that will investigate the distribution and use of
student body funds which total more
than a quarter million dollars a year.
Th. ASB treasurer is now receiving
allocation requests horn student body
Organizations for the 1964.65 budget.
The new budget will be approved by
Student Council by the end of the
semester.
It JANF: liorr
Three year, atto a "RnMillet’
prOVitle imp pmrarns designed to stimulate and
enrich the cultural life at San Jose
state.
This year that group, the Spartans Program Committee, was allotted $13.410 of student body

kinds to
e its cultural program. This is:, the third largest
of 43 allocati,
Wilde by Student
Council,
STUDENT CULTURE
"The committee feels students
call SM. pOplilar entertainment any
tune. We are trying to
mitentcIi ti
it they don’t vet
eulture t,:, mi tune they ’le in colICIfe, lti4", IWO/ably never will. ,alit Dick Dodson. activities adviser.
This year $9.500 of the committee’s budget is being spent tor
entertainers’ concert fees. The remaining money covers variable
eosts amounting to about $135 for

with program. lib at. lucks payment for the stage ,-10W, printing
of programs anal tickets, ushers
and advertising, Dodson said.
Past program highlights include
the opera Rigoletto. the San Francisco flatlet and Peter. Paul. and
Mary
TI is -oat t to provide it lialaneed
ii
h
muse-. out, literature,
’Ii Iii itme 0, forilK, uand l41.1’hl
1,d -oft
hOOk lugh-quality talent, the
vonanittee goes through a long
process of elimination," the adviser
stated.
Dodson claims he receives reams1
of material all year long from talent gentle’..

-1410111 111.1S Ifiliterial K4.
1,01101111:111Ces :11, 1 ree eXCCIA
available talent, balance it agam
’he Segovia concert. The classical
chosen categories, and work watt, ,,tarist was originally booked for
the agencies to set a date agrec.
I
in the 11%-seat Mutat,IP lii all," said Dodson.
Irlitorlorn
accomAfter working and waitirt,.
’tence.
a month or two, the comias,:,
in
a
finally books one act, he sighed
he waved a sheaf of papers bearim
names of talent groups
tlit

PROGRAMS
Remaining programs and the’:
costs this semester include Nicanoi
Zabaleta, harpist, $750; Gregg Smith Singers, choral ensemble.
$900; Suzanne Block, lutenist
$400, and Andres Segovia, guitarist, $4,000 for two performances
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By RILL LEONARD
Man must learn to get along
on what nature can provide for
him," Dr. C. Langdon White told
a Concert flail audience yesterday.
Dr. White. a member of the SJS
Economics and Geography Department faculty and nationally recogIcy at CY 4-2927 or Freed at nized geographer, examined earth
CY 2-8938. There are openings in and its population problem in his
the four standing committees, In- speech, second in the spring seterview, Finance, Campaign and mester lecture series.
"Man is going to have to adjust
I Plat form.
with the times and come up with
an answer to the population Prob.
lem before the point is reached
when the birth rate must fall or
, the death rate must rise," he noted.
"I do not feel." Dr. White re’assured his audience. "that whenever mankind gets into trouble,
science and technology can bail
Here
e
today, gone tomorrow.
him out."
This old cliche has had special ,
meaning to members of Alpha Tau
Using slides to illustrate various
Omega fraternity for all of last .Points in his lecture. Dr. White
I noted that while about 25 per
year.
I
It seems that person or persons .cent of earth may be effectively
unknown have been entering the used for agricultural purposes.
house, 202 S. 11th St., via the only about 7 per cent is presently
normally unlocked front door. being used,
"Land per use is not enough."
They would leave the premises
with whatever suited their fancy the geographer pointed out. "FunThe latest incident involved damental research is needed in
theft of a large mirror, valued
at $150. It happened sometime last
weekend.
Other items taken include: two
ceramic molds, two brass candlesticks, two wall plaques and ceStudents took charge id College
ramic figurines, fraternity charter
certificate, candelabra and a 20- Union planning yesterday as Student Council approved 24 students
. inch -tall statue of u woman.
Value of articles taken is esti- for sub-committee positions.
Seven students, all members of
mated at $130 up.
the Student Council, will preside
as chairman of the seven sub-com-

1PUR Back on Campus
With Same Principles

Indication to
.fflact Bards-

1

Persistent Thieves
Again Victimize
ATO Headquarters

1

World Wire

Math Lectures
Start Today

Students Head Union Committees
minis’s. These chairmen will also
be members of the College Union I
Planning Committee with ASB
President Steve Larson as cochairman.
Heading the sub -committees are
gI aduate representative Pete

Briggs, Building and Architect Seleetion Committee; ASB Vice President Bob Pisani), Program
Committee; ASB Treasurer Al
Henninger, Finance Committee;
senior representative Pete McGrath, Union Director Selection

’Is Icy V. Porter t D-Comptoni, said that an ad.trausn spokesman
had been quoted as saying "we have done
Ikh tor

7

I ow

To Go in Tower

human ecology. I feel that a land.
The 50-foot -long "Save Tower total cost of $175. One was sent to
use survey might be the hest an- Hall telegram," signed last semes- ’Gov, Pat Brown, and the other to
swer."
ter by. 3,648 students will be placed Jesse Unruh. Speaker of the AsIn explaining the populationl in the Tower when it reopens after , sembly.
problem to his audience, Dr. White’ renovation.
1 Unruh said he would return his
noted that 3,400 people are born , Student Council yesterday voted telegram to the college. Brown’s
every hour and that the world’s £4-4, with two abstentions, on the has been placed in State files.
population is doubling about e,.ery resolution proposed by Don McMcInnes’ proposal stated, "The
Innes, sophomore representative.
33 years.
telegram is a historical object be Two telegrams were sent, at a
"Two-thirds of the world’s population goes to bed hungry every
night," he said. "Seventy per cent
ye.4tertIO
S t udent
the world’s hungry people are
voted $2,000 to "create it sy In-in Asia."
butte representation of Spartan
Motiern scientific advances have
spirit," with the stipulation that
’dropped the death rate to become
it approve the design before eonprimary cause of the world’s hudstruction. The statue Oi Spardi
ding population, according to Dr..
proposed by the Art Planning
White.
Rte. will be considered
C
first two in a series of lee_
The
Dr. White also felt "the under-1
ttther Owlets,
as,
on
Topics
developed, overpopulated countries,. tures on "Enrichment
especially in Asia. must help them- Elementary Mathematics" will be
solves. Outside help can only be presented today in F:43.5 at 1:30 ’ cause it is one of the few of its
marginal."
kind ever to be sent.
:unit 2:30 p.m.
In other action. Council voted
Japan, according to the geogEnchant Moore and Richard Girt rapher. is the only Asian country ley will speak on "Good Groups" $833 to charter a bus to send
to face anti try to solve its popu- and "The Figuritte Numbers: The Pershing Rifles Mill team to Arilation problem. Japan is aLs.o the Triangular Square and the Penta- zona State University April 17-19.
only Asian country to come close gonaly Shapes" at 1:30 and 2:30, There they will represent the Air
Force and Army ROTC drill teams
p.m., respectively.
to being self-supporting.
The lectures will he presented . at the 10th Regimental HeadquarThe speech was sponsored by the
Economic-. and Geography Depart- every Thursday. The seri es is ters of the National ROTC.
A $1,044 request from the A, mment and the College Lectitte sponsored by the Academic Year
ni Association was also
Institute in Mathematics.
Commit tee

ti011.1:NOR BROWN ASKS HOUSING BILL
WASII1N,,TraN a UPI --Gov. Edmund G. Brown called yesterday
Pa,,age o:I Psleral housing program to help California build five
on new
and apartments by 1980.
The pr.e1:,!’,
statement supporting the proposed housing and ’
Jr’,10,!,
act of 1964 was presented to Senate and
"i’es on housing by the California deputy director
iinanee
si/I ague.
As.1.1Iftl.li’MAN QUESTIONS USE OF FUNDS
It’ll The chaiiman of the Assembly Water
Lty challenged Guy. Edmund G. Brown’s method of
0fildrked for water resources development anal using

WHEAT SHIPMENT BOYCOTT LIFTED
,:c t:1,11 A week-long union boycott Agalritit wheat
ents to the
Soviet Union dissolved yesterday with announcement
Texas that i group
of longshoremen will begin loading Russia grain in Ilooston
this afternoon.
A ’1’01(f:small for the Continental Grain Co., said he was notified
t 1’Sting operations will begin by the International Longshore, Association Tho
grain is being shipped aboard the Turkish ship
the spokesman
said.
RE.IECTs BRITISH PROPOSAL
%Vestern diplomats said 2,resterflity that Rassia’s
0,11 of Britain’s disarrnament proposals showed the
rt,t leyitN tor any agreements
on arms reduction.
cr,dsh FreaUt
submitted a nine-point
submitt
Bu
ta the 1 o7.11:011,11Seeretaty R. A. Butler
disarmament conference Tuesday only to see
ibid rlott n tiy Soviet
Ambassador Semyon K. Tsarapkin.
Nu. js hisiK NIARKETEERs TO DIE IN RUSSIA
.(.(’W
Nine persons charged with defilitaling t he
grAerwrattit of $3.3
million through a black market knitwear
oest, hag i
’ leen sentenced to death, it was learned yesterday.
ring, which used mental patients to make knitted
:n:Ilei.t .ld,tt!iiir.trenncv.
h
tlit.i)iigh
lass
has las,
alaly
iss
retail channels.,
t
i
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’Adjust With Times,’ Council Votes
Geographer Advises Telegram

by Date Du-ae,
WORRIES ENDSharon Latimer, sophomore social science major,
drops a lee books to remind students that tomorrow is the last
day to drop a class. Official forms are available at the Registrar’s
Office ADM 02, and must be returned to the office by 5 p.m.
It

SPUR, campus political group
untied by ASB Judiciary in
for aolat ing the Election
has na’ormeil and will back
recommend candidates in stut body elections April 8-9.
Co-chairman Mike Freed and
nit Bardsley told Spartan Daily
newly organized group has no
an with the disbanded
’other than in its principles.
We chose the same name,"
dey said. -because it is renal:ante of oia pantie:it beliefs"
SKR, the co-chairmen es stands for: Service, to esa misaningfultaisiness-like.
ale sa..,sait government;
ta
and support
that Will IN.hefit the college
unity; Unity. to encourage
tpirit of cor,peration, conlidenee
continuity among the St
faculty and administration:
risibility to seek candidates
are the naist qualified and
eared to the principles of demtie student g,ivernment.
party is asirrently organized
in the e\t,e,i1111. department.
addition to co-chairmen Freed
BardsleY, the other members
Matilyn Cox and Jim Sparling
’hirtirmen

Aele "

DISCUSSING PLANS for the new College Un.
ion with ASB President Steve Larson (seated,
center) are the newly appointed College Union
sub -committee chairmen. (I, to r. standing) They
are John Hendricks, Administrative Organization; Bob Pisani’, Program; Al Henninger, Finance; Jack Perkins, Assistant Finance chairman

and Pete McGretb, Union Director Selection,
Jules Loventhal (seated I.) is chairman of the Information Committee and Burke Coveny (seated r.) is chairman of the Community Fund Drive
Committee. Not pictured is Pete Briggs, chairman of the Building and Architect Selection
Committee.

Committee, tUnior
Jules Loventhal. Information Committee; graduate representative
Burke Coveny. Community Fund
Drive Committee; and senior representative John Hendricks, Administrative Committee.
At Wednesday’s meeting. Student Council also approved 17 appointments to the sub-committees.
Appointed to the Building and
Architect Selection Committee
were Gene Baldwin, Gene Senter
and Debby Zimmerman.
Working on the Program Coo’ ant tee will he Claudia Delon
Dick Miner and Sharon King
Taking positions on the Finan,
Committee are Jack Perkins, P. I.
Pollock and Gary Flynn.
Working on the Informati,,n
Capinmit tee are Carol Dellet-a.
Jacky Lewis and Don Phelps.
Appointed to the Administrative
e e
Organization Commit tee
Mike Freed, Nada Joy Selzch and
Jeff MeC nung.
Only Linda Christian was at,
!minted to the Union Direetor s.
lection Committee "Student COlin
,il is still looking tor two student,.
to serve on the committee." a’ -ailing to Jim Snarling. ASH Personnel Director.
Another committee which is
short-handed is the Community
Eund Drive Committee. Enid Mum
singer was the only student ap
!minted. "The problem with thi,
committee." said Snarling. "is that
they need students with considerable experience in fund -raising. Stanley C. Benz, dean of students told co-ehairman of the College Union Planning Committee,
said that many more students will
be needed to work on individual
problems in planning the union.

The funds will be matched by a
like amount from the alumni group
to promote a $20,000 membership
campaign among graduating
seniors.
C’ounc’il also voted to establish
a $2.000 loan fund for Summer Session students. The money will la.
transferred from a reserve fund to
s short-term loan Lind.
The request was made by Joe H.
West, dean of summer sessions.
beeause no such loans are currently availahle is. ,urnmer students

Interviews
For Seniors
Tomortow
Seniors, must fulfill graduation
interview requirements in
ADM102. registrar’s office, by 5
p.m. tomorrow. Delay in reporting
for the interview could cause
serious setbacks for a June graduate.
Interviews are scheduled early
so that seniors may correct transcript errors or make up classes
which might keep them front graduating.
Seniors who have not met the
requirement by Friday will not be
eligible for the departmental honors to he posted Monday. Education majors seeking credentials
might have trouble getting them
approved in time for the June
commencement. Delivery tit- the diploma might also be delayed as
they must be ordered at this
time to assure receipt by ittn.
Interviews will resume in
but by then it is usually too
to correct errors or make up
classes until the next semestei

100 Tickets Leff
For Cage Event
, ,,1 the
Stalents ,
University oi Santa Clara -San Jose
state College basketball came on
Saturday. awl Wise not yet bought
thew tickets, can pick them up it
the Students Altair, Business Office. 111
At 2 p m NVerines.,lay. there were
only loo tickets lett on ti first voote I
veil basis
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Today’s Moral Crisi

SpattaitSaily
Entisrad as second class maths, April 24, t934, at San Joss, California,
ondr th act of March 3, 1879. Minsibar California Nwtpapars Publishers
Assoc;ation and Audit Bureau of Circulations. Publhhisil daily by Associated
Students of San Jose Stat Collage except Saturday and Sunday, during collage
narnainder-e4-samisster basis. Full ca
year Subscription accepted only on
dernic year. $97 *rich sismastar, $4.50. 044-campto erica par copy, 10 cants.
Editorial Est. 2303, 2384, 2385, 2386. Advertising Eat. 2081. 2082,
CY 4-6414
2083, 2084. Prams of Globe Printing Co. Office hews 145-4:20 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
RON BOTTINI
News Editor . ... ALLAN IIISDON
Editor
RICHARD DOTY
Day Editor
GARY GREATHOUSE
Art. Mgr

By
RICHARD

Non-Contradictory Identification

Not To Dominate,
Not To Sit Back
pRESIDENT JOHNSON’S weekend meeting with
President Adolfo Lopez Mateoshis first with a
Latin-American head of state since taking office
is cordial in an atmosphere of crisis. We hope the exchange of views in California will strengthen the President’s resolve to deal forcefully and imaginatively not
only with short-term urgencies but long-range necessities
in Latin -America.
A hungry man south of the border is as hungry as
one nearer home. Mr. Johnson’s welcome attack on pos.ertv.
in the United States cannot be insulated from the
rest of the hemisphere. The unresolved dispute in
Panama. the nagging Communist presence in Cuba are
only the most visible flames in a ceaselessly smoldering
situation.
Congress has not made things easier for the President. with its cuts in aid under the ..Alliance for Progress.
and its snub to the Pan-American Interparliamentary
Conference in Washington earlier this month.
In the first instance. the legislators were understandably tightfisted after Latin-American tardiness in
the social, political, and economic reforms that were part
of the alliance bargain. As President Kennedy said: "No
series of hemispheric agreements or elaborate machinery
can help those who lack internal discipline: who are
unwilling to make sacrifices and renounce privileges."
But Latin-American complaints have had to do with
more than the amounts of money involved. As a Uruguayan newspaper put it. "Our America is not a private
U.S. back yard.’" There has been the desire for more
Latin-American say in the use of the funds available.
In this respect President Johnson can meet the
Mexican President with the knowledge some thing is
being done. Ile has behind him the establishment of the
new Inter-American Committee for the Alliance for
Progress. giving Latin-American nations an opportunity
to express their "best collective judgment" on alliance
programs. And he is planning a large-scale review of
Latin-American policies, including the possibility of a
conference of all United States ambassadors to LatinAmerican countries.
With the recent announcement of joint German
and French trade efforts in Latin America. there seems
increased hope for what many Latin Americans would
likea broader "alliance" in which one country. namely
the United States. would not have such an overwhelming
role. Latin America is in the awkward spot of needing
both more imports (for development) and more exports
(for survival). It must be given some tariff considerations. so it can sell as well as buy in the world.
All countries might consider what Teodoro Moscoso. United States representative on the new committee, said of his country’s position on it
"neither to
dominate it nor to take a back seat: neither to encroach
on the responsibilities of our partners nor to escape our
own: neither to inhibit the initiative of others nor to
weaken our own efforts.- Tim,’ Christian Science Manitar

Meet The Finest
Foreign Car Mechanics
At Feltman Automotive

All types of foreign cars
repaired
. 10% discount for all SJS
students with ASB card

FELTMAN AUTOMOTIVE
901 Camden, Campbell

378-2312

BARBER
SHOPS
318 south 10th it.
480 south 10fh it.
OPIN ON MONDAY
2434955
293-9816

REEB

inERY FOR Th\WER HALL

Thrust and Parry

Goldwater Foreign
Policy Attacked

Editor:
Senator Goldwater’s answer to
the problem of a basic foreign
policy offers us a simple solution to a problem of vast complexity. He believes that the
Communists will always back
down when confronted by the
superior tx)wer of the Western
allies. This is his "can-win" policy over communism.
Mr. Goldwater’s thinking
seems to be dominated by what
can be called the "cowboy philosophy." The reasoning is as
follows: -Wall, them thar’s the
bad guys an’ we’s the good guys.
An ev’rbudy knows thud win it
comes to a showdown the good
guys allus win. So all we gots
to do is sten’ up to ’em and
the’ll back down ev’r time.
When a national figure believes the cowboy philosophy
will provide the answer to the
Communist challenge he., is
demonstrating his fantastic naivete. lk is confessing a total
ignorance of the facts.
The facts are hard and simple.
Communism is here to stay. Pupiltar revolution will
not overthrow the government in Russia
or China. A government will not
abdicate power without a fight.
The basic policy the U.S. must
follow must therefore, be one
of coexistence with Communist
power.
History gives us some parallels
to the present problems of coexistence. Roman Catholics and
Protestants, Christians and Moslems are now living peacefully
together although initially they
were inalterably opposed to one
another. The alternative to coexistence will, in the long run,
result in a war with unknowable
consequences
.11ni (tanner
1 1 1 46

English Language
Topic of Writer
Editor:
apparent lo US
It has
from reading some of the recent
letters printed in Thrust and
Parry that there is among some
students an appalling lack of
appreciation of some of the
subtleties of the English language. Last week, a critic of
the witty article on student
types by Dr. Gordon reveille:1
a total incapacity to grasp
his humorous intent. An equally
disconcerting inability to recognize the ironic tone of the lucker-Fertig letter was demonstrated in a student’s letter in
the Daily on Feb. 2.5. This student concluded that Zucker and
Fertig must have misinterpreted
Mr. Reelis rather elementary attempt rit irony, or they Wulf’
not have rommenelerl his
as it seemed they did We
nustically 4/0,1111W that these st.udents will benefit In ftiture siredings by these two defiintions
from Webster’s New International Dictionary!
Irony: feigned ignorance, light
sarcasm, a mode of spotlit the

intent of which is the opposite
of the literal sense of the words
(as when expressions of praise
are used where blame is meant).
Wit: creative imagination, intellectual brilliance or subtlety;
specifically: the ability to discover amusing analogies between
apparently unrelated things and
to express them cleverly.
In closing we offer to student
critics a quotation from Pope’s
Essay on Criticism:
’Tis hard to say, if greater
want of skin appear in writing
or in judging ill; but, of the two,
less dang’rous is th’ offence to
tire our patience, than mislead
our sense.
Joan N. Woodbury
A6749
Frasie..0 M. Pettey
A14396

Writer Says Rand
Is Reeb’s ’Leader’
Editor:
Richard Reeb in his most recent column has called for a
realization of the political principles of ’76 in a revolutionary,
modern, laissez-faire economy.
Typically puppeting his artistically gifted leader Ayn Rand.
Reeb calls for a resurgent "moral
revolution" which would allow
each individual to follow his own
self-interest presumably for Me
common good t ?) Reeb declares,
with his usual lack of pertinent
facts, that the welfare state,
"did not spring into being because of some undefined ’public
need.’" This latter statement is
the normal conservative argument in justifying a return to
laissez-faire. Since we don’t
"need" a welfare state, we can
just as easily return to 1776 and
live in the moral utopia of an
economic free-for-all.
A more careful analysis than
Reeb’s would show that the U.S.
adopted welfare measures only
when all else seemed to fail.
The welfare state’s expansion
has been slow and orderly and

government intervention has
normally occurred only when it
could be demonstrated that individual, local, and state efforts
to regulate were inadequate and
unfair to competition.
Reel) seems to feel that welfare measures have nc>I at all
been needed and that our present Federal Welfare system has
been an evil plot foisted on individual Americans by Keynesian
socialists for their own selfish
ends. Does Richard realize that
government regulation guarantees the very freedom to compete that some of his laissezfaire capitalists were just as
happy to deny in the 19th century?
The call to Apply an economic
philosophy which worked in the
agiarian America of 1776 to today’s technological and complex
industrial society is not only
typically reactionary but also a
typical demonstration of ignorance of today’s world and
how it got this way. But of
course only liberals write history books.
Robert Nye
ASIR 141
Editor’s Note: Will Mr. Nye
please come to the Daily office
and sign his letter.

Sculpture ’Too Noble
For San Jose State’

Editor:
I must agree with the Student Council’s stand against the
sculpture model which has been
submitted for its consideration.
We must refuse this design
simply because it is not appropriate. After all, it is an ideal
too noble and a creation far too
intelligent to he the symbol of
San Jose State. Do you suppose
we could get Walter Keane to
do a statue for us? No doubt he
will give us what we deserve.
We have a reputation of mediocrity to live up to.
Naney Nogales Thorp
B18626

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

In their discussions with liberals and 1100.i
1101111,
tarians often discover that their opponents are less
concernsdi
basic principles than they are with cliches, slogans. and iine
generalities. When the discussion gravitates to such
fun-dan
points as the validity of the senses, the reliabilik of
re
source of emotions, and even, mind you, the existence
of
the liberal or conservative will throw his hands up into
die
and utter such face-saving remarks as "You’re getting into,
tics." or "All opinions are determined by the emircininent
"All things are relative," or, worst of all. "How can se IR
we know anything?" At that point the discussion usual’,
neither party any more enlightened than shen he started’.
If. however, reasonable men are to come to grips with
r
(I can assure you that it does, in fact. exist, t,, must
learn
art of non -contradictory identification. We must discolsr
basic laws of logic that make all knowledge pos"ildrifiituali,
we don’t have to look far. For one man has :dread% discs,
them. His name was Aristotle.
Aristotle concluded that the three basic law. upon uhith
of mankind’s knowledge (and thus. progies,,
I
law of identity, the law of non -contradiction. and the lau ij
ii.
eluded middle. Each explains a different aspci
The law of identity holds that A is A. that
that things possess identity, that they are
change and motion are possible because thing The law of non -contradiction forbids ails iolitradiuka’
exist in the universe,
t’apalule of an a
thingsdhe
nbecauseand
anctr:::iustt ii all ivrdt’rh rati
to their nature.
contradictory
o
the law
universe.
of excluded middle states that there are
Finally.
Iwo alternatives in the universe -- A an non -.1
that Hs
alternatives are possible. and that a thing cannel be .1 audit
at the saute time.
The implications of this logical approach would appear 1
ous. and to those of us who maintain some respect fur reason.c
comforting. We cart rest assured that the 11111111W sill not dii
grate into chaos, that the sun is going to keep on shin;
oak trees will not turn into college professors. and that our ai
tors have not reappeared in the form of insects.
Or. to pot it another nazis. use ciin conclinic Iluzil he,:
or reality exists I regardless of our oislies. shim.. or kir,
it can be perceived and is hoomitide, that tit,’ wan-, Ii ul114
perceive it is our senses, and that the fat -till u I win, Ii lu’
and intgrate what our senses perceii. is rea,"1,.
Aristotle’s contribution to philosopM and
been equalled by anyone before or since. Those 11110 hate ar
to discredit his laws of logic have had to resiat to Arisw,
definitions and terms in their attempt. This approach is k
the Fallacy of the stolen concept.
When men recognized the validitv of Ai istotlean
were able to raise themselves from their state i.f
poverty and achieve a free, progressive socict.
Aquinas brought Aristotle’s ideas back into
R1011. mankind stepped out of the Dark 1ges into the
When John Locke declared. as Aristotle hail
a’apable of reason and hence capable of fetoh,
Western man junked mercantilism and crobra.cd
And. in Twentieth Century. 14111.11 man finds lc in by the omnipotent state, he must again turn tu tli.,!
sage arid lay the foundation for ries order.

NEW ARRIVALS
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DRESSES

JUNIOR SIZES 5-i
SIZES 3.13

JR. PETITE

-errzscs in ev. .

14"

TO 2999
286 SO. FIRST ST.

Polerlar’J

We
Open

A
Mor

&

NOTICE:
Attention Fine Arts Student.:
and those with a sincere
and Writing.

interest iii

1-1,

;a

You are cordially invited to examine !he li% ing
operated and equiped with Y01, in mind.

tt

Two men to each spacious, carpeted & draped P
WM
in one of San Jose’s finest Victorian -style
require al
Room for 14 serious students w ho will
utilize the abundant living and working win’
(-red here. Only two blocks from campus
’S
Si large rooms custom app
fed lit "" ""
lamas for p lisa ir wotk tirceitamig .1
!ism!. " I
room, loft, study town w rehear-el
)el
’Taking reservations for the 1941-65 ?el"’
Call for interview-appointment: 295-7361.
LaNit LOUISO 1TLAS ME YOU AgE A 6101.01SY omjcia

Dance and Fashion Show Planned
Saturday by Oriental Student Club
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dinner
Gag Ilay Fat Claw. a
slimy 1,J)4 In (lance and fashion
Chi, 55 -Ill be
1151 by Spartan
at 7 p.m. al
held this Saturday.
Temple, 640 N.
ille Buddhist
Fifth St.
1710,14,1
gveive YLIS vistas %vitt
Chinese-stylill clothes from Lilt’s
of E’hinalown in
and Madeline’s
Fashions \vitt
44(1 Franciseit.
a s tiff I lounging
I ange hom e
including
rldthe, to the formal,
a wedding dress.

The

upon tillith
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the lull d
the same
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111,1 Ii’
posse,

11 lila

A Chinese folk dance by the
II up Wu dancers, a ribbon danee,
and a liOn dance will lie featured
entil tainment.
Dancing to a nine -piece danci
band 5’. ill follow the Mune] ;mil
entertainment.
Tickets for Gung
Fat
Choy may be pin:basis, at
booths in front of the cafeteria
and Spartan Bookstore, or at
the door.
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Are you intellectual, Greek, male, female, student, Hopalong Cassidy, or just a connoisseur
of gourmet hamburgers?
matter who you are, we have quarter-pound
hamburgers made especially for you.
No

Burger Town

PE Prof Guest
At Club Meeting

460 E. William

between 10th & 11th

JAPANESE COEDsMasako Ota (1.), and Yayoi Tanaguchi (r.),
are two SJS coeds from Japan. They are sponsored by the Board
of Pacific Neighbors, city to city program. They seem to find
many differences between Japan and She U.S. Here, they are
shown in their native costume.

Two Coeds Compare SJS
With Colleges in Japan
11 EL 51101.1’N (11 %SE
Two slender. feminine, black ’Lifted coeds 11114e brightened Itie
,Nitnietes at SJS.
Tanaguelii and ’Airesako
Nta, wive come from UkaNanlit,
.1;11N111,
are living v,ith
Alpha Oniter4in Pi and Sigma
mernbels, respectively.
Spell "red by the Board of
l’iwthe Neighbors, eity to city
plogiani, the roeds are in their
,ekitul semester at San &kW!
SII41. They resided with families
III the NATIfiiv Glen area last
ne1114,14.1..
/Mending college in Japan is
different 1’1’0111 attending
"Here at SJS,
.,
liomework, and ex.’, .44, -mutat. to those at high
,114401 III Japan," Masakii recalled.
oh, l’imersity, where Alav,:o. II student, offers a
-semi-der program, with only
444ii limb for Me whole year.
A private school, Aoyfinia (la -

OPEN TONIGHT
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store
lOih Lit. across horn men’s dorms
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liean Miller, assistant ’,rotesot physical 4.11,1,...1 ’Ill, will
,4t ured at toniglii -. Ski (i’.,,
!ILL Lng at 7:10 in T1155.
’11iller will talk on physie.ii
44101 its relation to skiing.
I
L’ring Miller, there will lie
iiseussion I In 1)4111(11111’S pertaining to 1
14.eekends, trip
to Squaw Valley.
The trip will go to 541118W
Valley this weekend. Ski Club
11111111)CM arid guests will receive
lift discounts and special rental
rates at Frtsman’s Sport Center.
Skis, boots and poles ’A II COSI
$4.50 for the mit-el:end. Transii4141ation and lodging for the
entIll’ weekend 54 ill eost tticni
hers $13 and guests, $16.
The club Will 1)444 stayiro2. :If
Ludlow’s taxIge in Kings
d tlishocc Lake Tahoe.
will he ,ikitilable tor those
4,4 plan on resoking
ha,cis
,o11111ps are teeini.: 1:, pit
the
’5,l ’’11’ ski trip in the
-lent Aff-iiis Busine,ls Of we,
lI It is recominewletl to sigti
,4, 141,fore the Ski Club meet .4,
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Professional Pharmacists
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CLARA STRUTS

OPEN ’TIL MIDNIGHT

SAN JOSE CALIF.

What is
extremely
intelligent ...

Beauty Pageant
Slated May 16

has 162 arms ...

Deadline for registratifIll fin’
ltu Greater Miss .4an Jost- I,o’;itiIi
IS Nlarell 11. The
nagenn1 Skill he held in the Civic
xilditorium May 16.
As a forerunner to the 1111 Si,
L’L LLerii, pageant hielil in Al 1..,.111. City every year, (ireater
:\ .
Jose will represein
i; .der San Joist, area in he
Is L--; California pageant in Santa
./ this June.
’If) enter the pageant for the
Aliss Santa Clara County title,
II young lady must be 17 and a
resident of the city of San Jose,
and single. Finalists will he
sponsored hi y local mk.1.11:1:11,
1111 the girl.; pictures
till’atignout the area.
cork interested in elite,
11,,. le,reant sheriild contact Doi.Itever :it the Junior (’him’
I.".’ Office, No. 1 Jaycee Blvd.,
ia
41211 1 te I %Veen the
Ill 4 ii M. and 1 p

and flies
North
and South?
A group of 110 college students on a PSA super
Electra Jet And why so smart? Because they chose
PSA, the airline with tlic MOS-r Most flights
245 a week even morc for holidays. Only 13.50
San Francisco- Los Angeles, 19.85 San Diego - San
Francisco. 6.15 1.os Angeles -San Dicgi, .iid fast
&.
only 1,0 iiiinuics
Angeles! Call PSA at 7hl-011 I
776-0125 in lass Angele.

4n ’Ian
;1 in San Diego
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FAMOUS FIT!

111-:

l’01.11. 111111:

Slim Fits with lean,
hip hugging styling cut to
the feminine form!
All white, sanforized cotton
with front zipper;
waist sizes 22 to 28. The
fit is "it!"

4.00
(5 jIli

kilted r
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n SHOP

Let the Spartan Daily keep your family up on campus and local
news. Semester subscription (mailed anywhere in the United
States) only $4.50. Inquire at Barracks 1, Student Affairs
Business Office.

SECOND

LARRY NELSON

Your Agent
For Life Insurance

Connecticut
Mutual Life

I.

111

SHOP MONDAY, THURSDAY
FRIDAY NIGHT ’TIL 9!
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Peter Nero Concert Features
Popular, Jazz Music Tonight

Shakespearean Drama

Davee Directs Henry IV
sv:
It) EVELYN
Several plays by SI:al:et-lg.:ire
Were considered tor spring semester prixtuction by the Drama
Dettartment but "I hairy IV. Part
One" was chosen and will open
March Si in the College Theater.
Dr. Paul W. [knee, associate
professor of drama and director
of the play. explainstd that there
are special problems that must
be dealt with when a Shakespearean play is presented.
"These are problems not found
in contemporary plays.- said Dr.
continued by saying
Davee.
that the plays were written tot
high quality avtors who had tremendous range and skill. "Actors
that live up to this are not easy
to come !is." he said.
Dr. Payee stated that the
isig weuld nid be Elizabeth 5 hut a "relatively abstract
sin " According to the director.
.1 repeats some basic arrange- - j--s-smemsowersemesem-emsemi--

l’rince I lal, Gots :-iitesto as llotspur, and David McClellan as
Falstaff.
’rickets are on sale it the
College Theater Box Office open
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. daily. The
cost is 50 cents for SJS students and $1.25 for general admission.

ments but :illowe tor continuity
of action.
Ile described the play as "vital
. not otivious yet
and alive
containing a universalitj sa
I hough t."
The history play will hasp
actors Eddy Emanuel as Ring
Henry IV. William Reeler as

Peter Nero, classical, jazz and
"pop" pianist, will be presented
by the Associated Students ot
the University of Santa Clara
tonight at the San Jose Civic
AUditorituu at 8 p.m.
Nero started playing "pop"
music at 17. He studied at the
Julliard School of Music and at
Brooklyn College. lie does his
own composition.
He has recently made appearances at New York’s Basin
Street East and the Embers.
Chicago’s London House, Las
Vegas’ Sands and Tropicana Hotels.
Nero arranges musically each
number he is to record and col-- -

Vocal Music will be featured
in today’s Survey of Music Literature class at 11:30 in Concert
Hall.
Merle Morgan, soprano, and
Dr. William Kim, tenor, will be
assisted by pianist Jennifer
Jones and flutist Linda Clark
in their solos and duets.

Keep in shape at the

SAN JOSE
HEALTH CLUB

Speech -Drama

personal attention
and

3" off *a ’r
1" off th.gh
3" off hip
12-15 lbs. ogt.
Gate:
2 ’ on
on
2- on
3- on

when they’re
65% DACRON& 355 cotton
in Post-Grad
slacks by
JI
This is the fabric combo
that makes music with
sleek good looks and washable durability. And PostGrads are the bona fide
authentics that trim you up
and taper you down. Triedand-true taiiored with belt
loops, traditional pockets,
neat cuffs. Only $6.95 in
the colors you like.., at the
V.ares you lixe.

thigh
caif
bust
hip

San Jose Health Club
413 E. Santa Clara St.
CALL 295-9910

great sounds
and all that

JAZZ
In These Exciting
New Albums from Capitol
RIGHT HERE, RIGHT
Billy Taylor
(S)T-2039

\1,\"
Post
S:acks
295-0868

Is+.

52 S

r
STORE FOR

h
SLACKS IS

GRODIN: EMS BEAD
14 Vul

Fai

NOW!

Here the famed jazz piano of Billy
Taylor and his trio is backed by the
big band of Oliver Nelson with lay
lor improvising against the roaring
big band on some "out" tracks
to sensitive performances on the
quiet" tracks

Grad

296 8300

ART GALLERYStudent Bob Fairall holds craftsman Bob Stockdale s turned wooden bowls which are exhibited in
the College Art Gallery through March 13. The exhibit features
four designer craftsmenKenneth J. Dierck, Freda Koblick, Hal
Painter and Bob Stocksdale

COLLEGE

Pianist Jean Casadesus
Plays Tuesday at Civic

--- Coupon -present this coupon
and Save $3.00
on month course

MODERN SOUNDS
Gerry Mulligan/Shorty Rogers
(G)T-2025
This album displays the tremen
dous virtuosity of these two great
Jazz artists. proving once again
that great jazz plus great jazz
equals double great jazz.

The World of Carl Sandbure."
will he presented by the SJS
Speech and Drama group at Villa
Mont alvo, Saratoga. at 830
p.m. The program includes selections from Sandburg’s -Lincoln
Biography.- Tickets may be obtained from Mrs. Samuel Day,
354-4005, or Mrs. Paul Beaudry,
:179-4326.

Segovia

professional career was launched
v hen he made his debut as soloist under Eugene Ormandy in
Il447. Ile has just returned from
toting Fairope.
Tickets for the performance
are mailable at the Wendell
Watkins Box Office. Jean Casadesus is being presented by the
San Jose Music and Arts Founii.11

Being born with famous par tits does not always overshadow
the child who has genius of his
own, Jean Casadesa. son of the
celebrated musicians Robert and
Gaby Casadesus, is the living
proof. He will play Tuei,day at
the San Jose Civic Auditorium
at 8:30 p.m.
Casadesus first studied with
his great-atmt. Rose Casadesas,
and later attended the Paris
ss
Conservatory and us ss imeo
the
his father. He mos,
with his farm’s

Tickets for the Andres Segos ia concert are on sale at the
Student Affairs Business Office.
Student tickets are $1.50 for the
March ji and -1 concert.

OPEN TONIGHT
’TIL 9:00
Roberts Book Store
104h St. across from men s dorms

AltE SEIII()Ls %Iwo tic
,
this new bra sensation with its

magical Banderin support. will increase
soil one imp size sir more. This is .1
revolill’ a rv- new concept in bra
manufacturing that enlarges small
hits!, tiaturall without artificial aids.

’Thousand Clowns’
Comcdy To Open
t,1
hr. ...Isl. KW
The ereal s
characters,
the
-Nehhi4hes.
Herb Gardner. also wrote "A
Thousand Clowns’’ which will
,tperi Monday at the Curran
Theater. San ’Francis,. Th.
Ii ay runs the week at s I
-A Thousand Clow ft two-season hit on Bistitriss%iy. Th,
San Francisco product stun star Dane Clark and Margery’
rBrien, the stars from th,
1 ’roadway pis ul act.
The comedy centers arounss
sin unemployed tele% ision writs,
Dane Clark t fighting a last
and against re-employment lo
is TV kiddie show. despite th,
urgings of his precocious L.
year-old nephew and ward i Barry Gordon. and it social caseworker , Margaret
s who
,irnet.
’est igate the neph- environment and ,Tays to

CO ntact

,J %N ET MILLI.
FR 8-2461

No obligation for personal consultation in ’,our home.
-

An Exciting New
Student Tour
Personally Escorted
By
Florence

Mr. and \I r.-. Nick rapelluni

Nick

Camping through Europe by Minibus, the camper pesses through large cities of Europe visiting
the, museums and sightseeing attractions but in addition will enjoy the countryside and smaller
Tour
towns of Europe. Meet and enjoy Europeans and do as thousands are doing every year
Europe on the open road.
Departs San Francisco July lit 1964 vie American Airlines,
Departs New York July lit 1964 vie Sabena Belgium Airlines (returns to USA August 1st) 30 fun
filled days. $117400 per person (including all meals). Call or stop in for detailed brochure.

kr1 liartinez
290 SOUTH FIRST ST
Use yo., Binsasnricard Or
she First Nn osa. Ckeroa Ma"
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ITALY
*SPAIN
*FRANCE

*ENGLAND
*SWITZERLAND

All px’l’’ S [rots val;de.ed
Oven Mon

VISITING:
BELGIUM
HOLLAND
GERMANY
AUSTRIA

RECORDS

lioward Ikon
24 E. San Fernando

Travel Advisors Inc.
San Jose
CY 7-2121

ore

Whether it’s a me,,’ or
a snack . . .

Howard’s
Crystal Creamery
FOUNTAIN

RESTAURANT
7th IL Santa Clete, San Jose
7 a.m.. 1010 p elClosed on Mon.
_
----T,W....,-

ea_
vv.

geaaly Care
Low. low prices
All work done by qualified
,uolents under l,upervision
SULLIVAN

BEAUTY 1:14.1.EGE

371r South First St,

On

with

Maxauirnan

(Author of "Rag Ita,,,dia, F.
ignti
&ice foot Hopi IVA

ECONOMICS CAN BE CHUCKLES
Many of you have been avoiding eisononsis - s
widely known as "the dismal science." Ds
cheating yourselves of many a laugh and
nornics is a positive riot! True, it is called is’
but that is only because it was invented in 15,51
Disinel.
It is easy to understand why Mr. D.-.
economies it today almost forgotten. ’..!
himself only stayed with the subje,1
Alter that lie took up embonpoint. mu Is
said that at his apogee, Mr. Dismal p,,
hi ter heeatne kiomii astiny
la, 1
.
It was not until 1771; when Adam Smith 1,151.1.
af .Vritimot (sir Orareraridias, as it i,:
came to realize what a rosy. twinkly. ion
mimics is. AB Mr. Smith showed in his jocular
there is nothing complicated about Non, ann.-.

ts:s-ssts-P,

’us Wet ’game kv d\sN

---

These are but a few of the many
fine new albums from the Sound
CAPITOL of the World awaiting
you now. Come in today and ask
to see the complete range

This is where servings
large, prices are right

INSTANT INCHES
With A Custom -Fitted Bra

HOT CLUB OF FRANCE
Django Reinhardt
T-2045
In these old but fascinating French
jazz tracks the guitar of Django
leads the quintet through a mem
orable session of exciting music

already known
By- the time Is.
WOO flUfliel’t,Lu
phony hall ai
Julliard
During his si.ao
Nero usualb
piano, pop rou
lect log recordfrom Horowitz
,

Music

GIRLS

RESULTS IN 60 DAYS
Lew:

laborates with Marty Gold, orchestra r uluduct() r, on the
scoring.
"My Six Loves," is Pc t e r
Nero’s latest long-playing album
and is also the music he arranged and recorded for the title
song of the film. "My Six
Loves."
At the age ot seven Nero was

When there is a great demand for a jassluct
is placed on the market. When there is a -loss
is a small supply. Take, for example, castans
any average American town today and I’ll a _
mots, than eighty or ninety castanet -hop-. I
demand is small.
For Marlboro Cigarettes, on the other hand
great. Thus, you will find Marlboros -with all
rich tobacco flavor and pure white Selectrate ti,.,
soft paek and unpliable Flip-Top box st aiu
.
’Is cigarettes are sold in every one of our fifty go s.
Duluth.
Adarn Smith, I say, Itching?, the distinisi ss sis
economics. Mr. Smith was fisllisssed by Davis!
everywhere he went he was lollowed by David I!
Smith finally got so annoyed that lie summoned s
British policemen are called, and had :Mr. Ho as
s
The later became known a,s the Louisiana PursI
Upon his release from gaol, as is British jail s
Ricardo reported to his parole officer. Thomas lIss ss
They ...sin hetaine fact friends, and one night m
whi-t they invented the stork exchange, or cl. ss
called in England.
Well sir, with the British having, you might ,s.
economics, the French decided that they wait’.
nomics hio. Being, however, a proud tint’s’’
simply to borrow British econonties, but in-. ’r
their own. At first they tried using the truffle
of exchange. When this proved less than
switched to pomade. Discouraged by t1.
hunt, they finally shrugged end ’sail.
economies anyhow?" and Warned to tilt’

’

I

America, I am pleased to report, had much bet tsss economics. Our early merchants quickly broke do,
into its two major categoriescoins and foldituis
usiay, Bs a result of their wisdom, We exit all enjoy 0
toll station.
Well sir, I could go on and on about this fsiscinit
bat I know you’re all in a tearing hurry to rus-ti out
up tor Dion I. So I will leave you new with tsse kmills ss,
Cii larewell: Dresham’s Law,
c ossi mom
*

*

We, the makers of .War/born Cigarettes arr loharconistt.
not economists. Bat this Much ire knot/. about %apply and
ii
dermind: you demand lull arn or ni a alter i igarcite:
lap, to itlfarlhoro!
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THE GOOD THIEF
Gary Vice swiped 12 bases in
little short of
1’063. Although a
record, it was
Will,
\Limy
,fflaugh to lead the SJS baseball
team irl this department.
_
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293.6100

Alameda

VECTISEMENT

Finding The Truth
The Bible continues to be the
Christian .standard for meas.
tiring right and wrong, truth
and error. It clearly teaches
that by !Thine decree there is
an adequate yet just punishment for sin. But would a
loring father subjell his
child to eternal punishment
for wrong d g? Of course
not. Do you know that the
ransom sacrifice of Jesus on
Calvary’s cross constitutes the
basis upon which God now
deals with members of the
fallen race, and that in due
give an an oplint" Ile
portunity tot return to Hi m%
SEND FOR .4 FREE COPY
of the "Truth .4 bout
Dawn Publications, General
Post Office, New York, N.Y.

Ii,’!!’

HUMIDOR
SMOKE SHOP
339 S. 1st St.
( 3C Olf

from Hal* t)

CY 7-4653

* Imported Pipes
and Tobaccos
* Meerschasm aid
Calabash Pipes
* Smokers Accessories
* Complete Stock
ot Magazin’,
and Paperbacks
* &trees & Noliht
College, Outlia Series

Cal Poly Foe ’Stanford Takes Lead
As Gymnasts In Tennis Tournament
Swing South
Sporting an even slate of six
wins and six los.ses on the season,
the SJS gymnastics team embarks
for San Luis Obispo this weekend,
where it meets Cal Poly, on Saturday.
Last year at SJS, Cal Poly fell
to the Spartans, 90-38, as Rich
Chew led the way with two first
places. Chew will probably compete in eight events Saturday, to
try to improve his 25 point per
meet average.
Three Spartans will not make
the trip this weekend. Jim Gius.sl,
averaging 7.8 points, and Lynn
Dodson. 6.1 points, will not compete due to injuries, nor will trampoline competitor Mike Hubbard.
Coach Clair Jennett will accompany a five-man contingent of
Chew, Hank SteeLsmith, Art Andrews, Chuck Allen and John Ribhit’ to the meet.
Cal Poly was victimized by San
Fernando .Valley State, 99-29,
earlier this year. The Spartans
lost to the Matadors last week end, 80-48, in a triangular affair
at SJS.
After the Cal Poly meet. S’15-;
has only one dual meet remaining
on the schedule- a March 7 home
scrap with Sacramento State. The
following weekend will feature the
State College Championships at
Northridge.

Fraternities Head
Intramural Action
Fraternity act ion was dominant

By DAN SteLEAN
nr Stanford and Sykes and Barry
Heavily-favored Stanford won ’Buskin of Cal. also registered easy
eight of nine matches (six singles, wins.
The top three Spartans all postthree doubles), to take the opening -day lead in the Northern Cali- ed wins, while the fourth, fifth
fornia Intercollegiate tennis tour- and sixth men suffered defeats.
nament yesterday at the Spartan Bob Murio dumped Smokey
Murphy of Santa Clara, 6-0. 6-0,
Courts.
The Indians picked up 16 points while Rich Drake. last year’s No.
in the opening round, to edge Cali- 1 Spartan, had an equally easy
fornia for the team leadership. time with Alameda State’s Steve
Cal is second with 14 points, while Elliott. beating him 6-1, 6-0.
Russell W’right. Larry Draper
San Jose State notched 10, good
for third place in the competition. and Rob Adams all put up good
efforts, before losing for 8.18.
No major upsets were recordWright took Stanford’s Dick
ed in the first day of action,
Wilson to three sets, losing, 5-7,
and all four 4.eidell singles play6-4, 3-6. A win by Wright would
ers won their matchts bawdily.
have thrown Stanford and Cal
Top-seeded Jim Beste of StanInto a first place tie, with S.’S
ford registered an easy 6-0, 6-1
only two points behind.
win over Santa Clara’s Pete
Drake and Draper posted a douCaserta. Beste’s teammate, Ron
bles win, as did Anderson and
Preissman, seeded third, had just
Murk). Wright and Adams lost.
a little more difficulty in knockSpartan freshmen had a rougher
ing off Bob harper of California,
time, losing in both singles matches
6-2, 6-4.
and the one doubles match in which
Second seeded Doug Sykes of
competed.
Cal, former doubles partner of Jim they
Action continues this afternoon.
McManus, last year’s singles win.
and winds tip Saturday, with finals
nee shut out Kix Kato of Alameda
set to begin at 11 a.m.
State. 6-0. 6-0.
Rich Anderson of Nan Jose,
JUDO CHAMPS
seeded fourth, had Little trouble
Yosh Uchida’s judoists won
withi Ata lit 4. al a State’s Don
their second straight NIC title
smith, beating him 6-0, 6-L
last year at Cornell University.
The two top-seeded doubles
!combos, Beste and Brad Hodgman The five-man Spartan unit won
five individual titles, anti Dave
Sawyer won the overall championWINNING YEAR
ship
In the 1962-63 competitive athletic year, Spartan teams competed
in 301 games, dual meets, invitational meets and matches, winning 185, losing 112 and tying four
OVER THE FENCE!
times for a favorable winning perMAN! HOW DO YOU
centage of .614.
DO IT??

in the regular intramural basketball leagues Tuesday night. Most
of the independent teams were inactive.
Pi Kappa Alpha slipped by
Omega Psi Phi, 36-32. Den Smith
scored 11 for the victors, whil,
Ben Webster contributed 13 to tit,
losing cause. Delta Upsilon beat
Sigma Chi, 47-40. Jerry Shaw Was
high point man with 23, and NI/I’III
Cowgill was the high point man
for Sigma Chi at 11 points.
.tlidui Tau Omega topped Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 46-31.
Pryor led the seoring with 18
points. Ray Mule led Sigma Phi
IP;psdion it Ma It points, in its
win over Theta Chi, 42-33, Steve
Decoite ranked second in soaring with 11.
Dave Armstrong tallied 24
points, only to see his team, Lambda Chi Alpha. go down to Phi Sigma Kappa, 55-38. John Badger led
the Phi Sig win by thinking 15
points. Delta Sigma Phi defeat.,1
Sigma Pi, 40-34. Mike McN.iii
’sparked the win with 15 points to
his credit. Tim Kirkpatrick sank
14 for the losers.
In "A" league action, the Rams
smashed the Rojas, 56-29. Glen
Gaviglio collected 16 in the win.
Rodger Stone contributed 13 for
I the Rojos.
The "B" league saw Sigma Nu
So 9 rap Pi Kappa Alpha, 31-26.
Larry Bank nits high scorer of
the game with 13.
In the "D" league, the Saints
defeated AROTC, 48-41. Pat Duggan was high for the Saints with’
16 points, hut AROTC’s Mike Norvick was top scorer in the game;
with 19.
Tonight, intramural basketball
officials choose the all-stars that
face the Stanford hoopsters. The
game is slated for 3 pii. Fridto, ,
March 6, in the men’s ...;yria

kililds.W.L.V.A.V.alikkl4tAki,Whakji.VZscialaWASAVALMA

Varsity, Frosh Linksters
Open Season Schedules
Spartan golf prowess meets its ,sitions.
holds the municipal course recoil
first test this week, when the
Ross Randall, expected to he the ’with a 10-under-par 62. A veteran
varsity and hush squads begin , top man on the freshman la,:ain of high placings in many big tout
Intercollegiate competition.
entered the hospital this
!, sr neys, Randall should add experittp 11,11.1
The freshman team meets Mon. a bout with diabet.- Li,is ence and strength
upon recovery
terey Peninsula College in an th
Alameda_(.11.
match today. The varsity
away
faces California State ol Hayward
at the San Jose Country Club tomorrow, at 1 P.m.
Harry Taylor, a veteran of last
year’s varsity, will be a member
of the varsity six. Also representing SJS will be Clyde Nunes, a
transfer from SJCC and Riverside
a_
Club champ. Terry Small, a long
hitting sophomore. boasts an impressive showing in the state amateur quarterfinals.
Tom Culligan Jr., another transfer, is club champ at the California
Country Club. Steve Henry is in
the lineup and either Tom Barber
1695 w. son codes
ph 293.2129
or Charles MacKey will complete
the roster.
Son Jose’s leading Foreign Car Parts House
The frosh linksters include
Steve Condrey of Modesto. He was
’San Mateo junior golf champ this
year. Jim Troncat t i adds strength
to the squad. Troncatti was 1962
’finalist in the USGA National
Junior Golf Championships.
’ John Lefler was number one
man on the Carmel High School
[ team that went undefeated lot two seasons. Jim Whitt le and
’Larry Sevilla (K.cupy the final po-

"SPORTS CAR JOCKEYS"

F.A.P.RALLY NEWS

FOREIGN AUTO PARTS

SENIORS
ON

EATING AT
UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE!

Representatives of Col ,ornia State Government
will be on Campus to discuss with Seniors and

One bay cepvice

Graduate Students employment opportunities in
State service, including the fields of:
Accounting
Statistical Research

Real Estate and Property Management
Personnel and Fiscal Management
Vocational Rehabilitation
Correctional Rehabilitation
Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty
DISCOUNT WITH ASB CARD

Art Cleaners
398 E. Santa Clara

293-1030

Insurance

576 SOUTH FIFTH

\ ’’

9

lie&

apts.

VGLFAII ENERG) IIESE 111(1,1 I vl"
LAWRENCE HADIATIM IA110111’11011)
LIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA
MAJOR PROGRAMS NOW UNDER WAY: PLOWSHAREIndustrial and scientific uses
of nuclear explosives. WHITNEYNuclear weapons for national defense. SHERWOODPower production from controlled thermonuclear reactions. PLUTO
Nuclear reactor for propulsion of a ramjet missile. BIOMEDICALThe effects of
radioactivity on man and his environment.. .far-reaching programs utilizing the kiIt
of virtually every scientific and technical discipline.
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LAWRENCE
LIVERMORE
RADIATION I ABORATORY

If . MI, CHEM, MA H, and PHYSICS MAJORS, all denier lavrl..
tabordbay stet menihats will be on campus to interview students in the physical sciences and engineering

Preiiiiii1 gas. water attil garbage

AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

294.7716

1415 S. First

trensm.s%

1)4.51161111 links

NOW

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE

r

10/

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT

Stop In This Weekend . . . Our Food’s Great
World Famous Pancakes
1/4 -Lb. Hamburger
Premium Ground Steak
Ham & Eggs

detector
This high -resolution Mossbauer
absorber holder
spectrometer, used to study nuclear
source holder
properties and solid state phenorm
ena, Is one of many research tools
Slide assembly
(ranging from the microminiature to floating concrete block
the multi -ton) designed and built by
lead screwassembly
LRL scientists and engineers. The
spectrometer has less than 2% ve.
locityjitter over weed range of 100. coirol
o mos
The functions of tha spectruma
re:,nna,,t
are automated no that
absorptions for160 positive and nr,
alive velocities are obtained in iL
normal run. Data obtained frrs.
Coll springs
print-out scalar!: are processed all
revers.ng assembly
plotted by electronic computers.
able

.7/ e Viiittve

March
4, 5, 6

*Ll (11106604,

Call your placement office for an appointment.
U.S. citizenship required.

march i2

Equal opportunity employer.
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For Men’s Athletics
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81laintio in ASH 1,1.1.
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Dr. Lantos Here
To Exp lain SCIP

Castellano, 7 30 p.m .
Department. This is the largest ti.O.; S. Eighth St.
Billet, 8 p.m., Nessman Center
single appropriation and repreper cent of the budget
sents :iN
Balkan Alliance, 7.45 p m , WG(Tsailir
in
The NA’omeirs Extramural pc...
.11,./... 1,m
idinatj. f St.
21. dancing.
received $3.1514.
’101101tH05%:
N211
ill I,
burial Programs,
International Student Center, 8 from lu a.m. to 1 p tn. toda
in,.
Nlarket St
short ’speak with student,
; the fad 1964 program.
This ve.ii I, a’ the seeimil time.; Tornorivas is the deadline rot
-lturient c.l made special ap...sulanittins. app;iiation form, for
propriatiuns for the Marching the fall
The forms :we
FROM THIS TO THIS IN 30 SEC.!
s!!!,1t,nts
,,
Band to go to Oregon. Total cost available
this year was $6.131.
Office. Al.’, 269.
allocated

INSTANT BICYCLE!

Applied Research Laboratories, Inc.
Subsidiary of Bausch & Lomb Incorporated

GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
Offers Professional Opportunities in
Non -Military Instrument Systems
for Spectrochemical Analysis

PORTA-CYCLE
Spartan

Ideal for all

Hon Military, But "Essential Activity"
Aggressive Organization, Technically & Commercially

It

cyclists

* Small Company Atmosphere

folds down to 27" Sq. and can

Technical!y Oriented Management

be put into your closet or even

car. Take
it with you on your week-end
outings: Picnics, beach trips, or
vacation spots.
Nationally advertised

,
1

Student Missions Conterencel
!vein be held this weekend at
, Golden Gate Serninary, Mill Valle,N.
Till, "inference Provides the oft
111/11L11111!.. for students to meet InoSouthern Baptist mission -

New Humanities Club
Leaders Take Office

Degrees: BS & MS in EE, ME & Applied Physics;
and MBA with any of the foregoing

$89.50
special price is only
$72.95

Register with Your College Placement Office for

PAUL’S CYCLES

Campus Interviews March 3, 1964

1435 The Alameda

or you may write us direcf at

Phone: 293-9766

P. 0. Box 1710, Glendale, California 91209
Attention:

.left Durbin, freshman mathematics major, took over as presi
’lent of the Humanities Club at
group’s first meeting of the
...itiest er recently.
Other new officer; are Earl
Hanson, vice president; Pat Rey.
fller, treasurer;
Dan Robertson,
,cretary; Carol Heller and Leslie
’!1,irley, publicity chairmen.
Trips to San Francisco and
::erkeley were proposed, and the
nnual visit to San Simeon dis.

’Future of Germany’

C. F. Hartman, Personnel Director
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Call Classified Ad.
J206, 1.30.3:30
Send in handy order islani
- Enclosed croh or chock
No phone orders

GOODWILL
Costume Shop
Open Tues. thru Sat, - 10 f11 5
44 N. Market St.

297.4609
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school, to fit the
framework
the Fisher Bill, Dr
Swenney
Under the bill a
shaleni
longer coin major in
education
order to obtain a leaching
(-mt.,.
ial and mird
an ,
11E41110 Major of

7111..1’

the hill %Setif
their credential
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1/11. f I 111,1
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July 1.
1466, or nuist pick up a
major sub.
ject other than
education.
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- BOX OFFICE NOW OPEN

by Shakespeare
A Drama Deportment Producton

Runs March 6, 7, 11-14
SJS StudentsGene-iiri
Curtain a:15 p.m.

-

College Theatre

Box Office - 5th and E. San Fernando Sts.
Open 1-5 p.m. Daily

Ir.S. Naval Lab - San Diego:
Electrical engineering, physic s,
math; citizenship required.

9

SHOO UAW
Naval Ordnance
Seeks Student Help CINEMA
G AY
A representative front the IS.
Naval Ordnance Test Station,
China Lake, will be at the placement office, ADM234, tomorrow ;it
3:15 p.m. Job opportunities will
be offered to SJS students ha’
summer

employment

only.

Stu-

552 SOUTH BASCOM

ates to qualify for employment.
Only students majoring in electrical, mechanical, and chemical
engineering, physical sciences,
physics, math and chemistry are

An award of $100 per 5P7fle,,.!’
is offered by the San Jose chair
of Certified Public Accountants
To qualify, a student must be a
junior or senior accounting major
with a GPA of 3.0 for the last
two semesters.
Students wishing to apply for ;
’either scholarship must file their
!applications in ADM209 by March
2.

THE HOLY ANGER OF GOD
"The Lord is a jealous God and avenging, the Lord avenges and He is full of
wrath; the Lord takes vengeance on His adversaries and reserves wrath for
his enemies. The Lord is slow to anger and great in power, and will by no
means clear the guilty The Lord has His way in the whirlwind and in the
storm, and the clouds are the dust of His feet." Nah. 1:23 " . do you
imagine that you . . . will escape the judgment of God? Or do you think
lightly of his wealth of kindness of tolerance, and of patience. without rec
ognizing that God’s kindness is meant to lead you to a change of heart? In
the rigid obstinacy of your heart you are laying up for yourself a store of
retribution for the day of retribution, when God’s judgment will be revealed
and he will pay every man for what he has done. To those glory, honor, and
immortality by steady persistence in well -doing, he will give eternal life; but
for those who are governed by selfish ambition, who refuse obedience to the
truth and take wrong for their guide, there will be the fury of retribution"
Rom. 22,8.
the divine anger of God is withheld in order that all men
saved-the wrath of God is yet to come.
the Lord comes! Fierce, with wrath and raging anger, to
the whole earth desolation, and to destroy out of It sin

"He who puts his faith in the Son has hold of eternal life, but he who dis
obeys the Son shall not see that life, God’s wrath rests on him" John 3 36
BOX 11751, PALO ALTO

400 SOUTH FIRST STREET

as

- STUDENTS 7 00 -

TOWNE

1433 THE ALAMEDA

Cr

"LOVE ON A PILLOW"
w;fil Br/dgette BE,441
"PASSIONATE SUMMER"

- STUDENTS 7 00-

CY 7.3060

SARATOGA
14502 BIG BASIN WAY

us: Rh

"MURDER AT THE GALLOP"

"BILLY LIAR"

"SCAPEGOAT"
- STUDENTS 7 00 -

- STUDENTS $1 00

EL RANCHO 1TROPICAIRE
ALMA AND ALMADEN ROAD

cC LI NTOC K
"TOYS IN THE ATTIC"
"ROCK -A -BYE BABY"

1968 ALUM

11

SAN SALVADOR

ROCK MIME

south screen
"AMERICAN, AMERICAN"
"A MOUSE ON THE MOON"

STUDIO

F.1t57

north sceen

Cl 2 E778

"SOLDIER IN THE RAIN’’DEVit. Al" 4 ()CLOCK
"BLUE HAWAII"

"CHILDREN OF THE DAMNED"
"GLADIATORS SEVEN"
Selected Short Subjects

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!
To buy, rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus inepts1,.11
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, lust fill out dm
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check Of
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J206, 505
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads mall
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

2
3
4
5

lines
lines
lines
lines

On* time
500 a line

Throe times
250 a line

Five flout
204 a list

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00

.50

.75

1.00

Add this
amount for
each adrift line

5.00

Er

FOR

2465,

DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 44414,
FRIDAY
FROM 1:20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION:
m
MEE
AtnoeunecteznIf2s)

HH ps .W9 a n( f5 d

(4)

Personals 171

111 A:
so
S
0 For Salon)
(C O T:onsicpiortailfI
pd.. your ad here: 0 Lost and Fogad

"For we see divine retribution revealed from heaven and falling upon all the
godless wickedness of men. In their wickedness they are stifling the truth For
all that may be known of God by men lies plain before their eyes. indeed God
has Himself disclosed it to them. His invisible attributes, that is to say, his
everlasting power and deity, have been visible, ever since the world began, to
the eye of reason. in the things he has made. There is therefore no possible
defense. knowing God, they have refused to honor him as God or to render
him thanks Hence, all their thinking has ended in futility, and their misguided
minds are plunged into darkness. They boast of wisdom, but they have made
fools of themselves . . ." Porn. 118.22.
God is love the scriptures leave no doubt about this. But the love of God is
directly experienced only by those who have accepted Christ and given their
lives to Him.

CT 5.7238

"GOOD SOLDIER SCHWEIK"
"OPERATION BULLSHINE"

dents must have their junior year
completed by June or be gradu-

The "wrath of God" is not the rage and tantrums of an emotionally immature God-man’s protected father -image of God, but a result of the holy
nature of the true. living God acting to justly reward and punish all mankind

In the present Age,
who will, might be
"Behold the day of
make the land and
ners." Is. 13.9.

I
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Music Building,

The National Secretaries’ A
ioation is offering a stipend
8100 to be awarded to a juisi-;
secretarial science student for
in her senior year.

for every

.
’ ^44r campus. R00,,,
E-9 roommate:, $2 -. 1
Ti, B. nil,
s .
!- or 292-3095.
COME BACK
ROOMS TO SHARE: 838.50. Living f-1
- -1
-.
0
-7 privlegeL 390 E YOUR 7

GIRL

’63 HILLMAN

’59

4"J":-

MID.

Applications for two scholarships
in secretarial science and accounting are available in the Dean of
Students office, ADM269.

..nmoved by electrol.
R. E. 210 5. 1st. 294.
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to Swev...ney, dean of the Division (a
Education, there has been much
;confusion about interpretation of
theAlti)
interested
Persons are in i.ited to participate in the session.
Job interviews will bra hld t the
I ir. Sweeney also said the All.
Placement Officc Room 234, Adrnin
istration Building. SInups will start College Teaeher FAilealion Comweak prior to th comon Tuesday,
mittee, %%herb has been trying to
pany visit.
effect rliange, in the educational
:
1 profession sequence for the last
TO Sill it III
pony: Chem-1 two years, in order to comply with
Dow C’herialcal (’
the Fisher Bill, has nearly comloll and mechanical engineering,:
pleted its work,
chemistry, business: for timsluetion, engineering. research, and
.JtOlt I.
sales; male only.
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Two Scholarships
Available Here

PICK

MA, E :TJDEf.T
APPR. APT.

iCtidniL1114 1

Milli, State rfoflflill:ilior ..)
1.4.11111111Mit, SS ill Ifff "If

Dr Joachim Stenzel, professor
-I foreign languages, will he guest
-periker at tonight’s Hillel meetfig at 8 o’clock at the Newman I
!eligible.
center, 79 S. Fifth St.
"The Future of Germany’ ’is
All applicants must be citizens.,
Me subject. Dr. Stenzel is ex7,ected to touch upon the concept
a "national character" and the
eclincs r.l young Germans toward
I !Met’, Meas.

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11)

,,,,,

f/./iel

!.
considereil for ennil.,yinent.
Na% ai Lab-Puente Slihslb
women who are interested should Range: Eleetrical, mechanical en..iiiitaet Mrs. Phyllis headland, gineering, physics: citizenship re;.,rt-tirne placement director, in quired.

* Company -supported Advanced Education

for

1:1.1

Camp Fire Girls

" Opportunity for Professional Growth

* Other Excellent Benefits

State Official To Discuss Fisher Bill

’’’"""."entalives flum both lb’
Eiireign Mission Board
mid Baptist Home 13.1Lssititi Board.
With the exception of a 81 reg.
l-tration fee, the three-thq eonference is essentially a no-cost
meeting where lodging is provided
on the campus or in nearby homes.
Program for the conference will
re composed of creative "thought.’
Fibreboard Paper Prod tr rt ir
..,:si,siisons on the present world Corp.:
Mechanical, mining engineering, chemical and industrial
engineering; for production, building materials sales: citizenship required: male only.
Oakland Camp Fire Girl repreLybrand, ROME Bros. & Monten t at vets will interview women
gomery: Accounting; for staff at.talents today, in the Placement
countants.
i if f ice.
Northwestern Mutual 1.11e Inipenings offered for summer
tatmile,-,
,mlii.t!.ment include activity coon- surance Co.: Accounting,
11.--I’’.,, unit directors, water di- economics, law, liberal art,.
safe,. ill:
nurses, artee; ler lite
!!!ifiirs.. :ant registererl
mast he at least 19 to only.

* Challenging Assignments

into the trunk of your

PAUL’S

Baptists To Meet
In Mill Valley
This Weekend

Spartaguide

BAILS
;Thursdav, Feta-Lai>

li-S? Ala AN

(Count 33 Letters and Spaces for Each Line)
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Pun Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days
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